Profound UI is the trusted development platform that makes delivering modern IBM i business applications easier than you ever thought possible.

For the business, your IBM i applications will become truly modern, without the non-intuitive green screens that impact productivity and competitiveness.

For developers, the Profound UI tool set offers a familiar method for creating RPG applications while enabling them to design and deploy modern, browser-based interfaces.

Profound UI Features

- Drag-and-drop designer: Easily design professional interfaces.
- Web application conversion: Automate source code conversion and deliver browser displays.
- RPG OA handler: Take RPG applications beyond the 5250 data stream and to any Web browser.
- Code generation: Quickly produce clean, modern RPG or Node.js code
- Role-based navigation: Replace green-screen menus with secure web browser navigation
“Once we started using Profound UI, we didn’t look back. We could immediately tell that it would give us the ability to create the type of powerful, modern, web-based applications our employees were looking for.”

What makes Profound UI different?
Profound UI is...

🔍 **Comprehensive**
Includes all the tools you’ll need to modernize or develop new business applications, including mobile applications and web services for business integration.

🏠 **Native**
Uses native IBM i and web technologies, including RPG Open Access, RPG Free-Format, and Node.js. Runs natively on IBM i and doesn’t require middleware.

💻 **Intuitive**
Our patented drag-and-drop, visual interface makes it easy to build web-based applications using the coding skills you already have.

🔒 **Secure**
Provides built-in entry point security and built-in protection from SQL injection.

What are the business benefits?
By partnering with Profound Logic, you are getting the best IBM i modernization tools and services available to businesses.

- We are experts in IBM i, Node.js, and Digital Transformation technologies.
- We understand the business and IT to successfully deploy these solutions.
- We enable businesses to make their current systems modern, scalable, integrated, and future-proof.
- We go beyond software to offer the best, most innovative solutions for modernization and transformation.
- We offer a faster time to market and more value by showing businesses what they can accomplish by retaining their valuable IT investments, talent, and business logic.

Try Profound UI now: [www.profoundlogic.com](http://www.profoundlogic.com)